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Ham to hain teri doston mein
Ham to hain teri doston mein
Kyon hamko diwan
Banaya banaya
Kyon hamko diwan
Banaya

Ham to hain teri doston mein
Ham to hain teri doston mein
Kyon tunne mera dil
Churaaya churaaya
Kyon tunne mera dil
Churaaya

Ye mera dil gaya
Basa dil lagi dil lagi mein
Bhool ke do jahan
Huba teri ashiqui mein
Sochta hun samam
Ikara kaise kahin mein
Pyaar ke dard ka
Izhabar kaise kahin mein

Ham kahin ek din
Yun yukaayak mil gae the
Ishq ke pyaar ke
Mastanae us ki dil khil gae the
Farasale mit gae
Najdidik aane lage ham
Bekhudi ye bhedi
Sainosi pe chhane lage ham

Ham nahi teri katiyon mein
Ham nahi teri katiyon mein
Kyon julufron mein hamko
Faansaya faansaya
Kyon julufron mein hamko
Faansaya

Chahate sab jiske
Mey bo harsii chindii hoon
Ye to bas janae rab
Kiske liye main bhoi hoon
Aaruj kya khe
Samjho jura tum hshare
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